
Before entering the Auto-setup routine, p5, using a JR ZPCM receiver please read these notes: 

The KG540 will not enter the auto-setup routine when the gain channel is connected to Aux2 of an old style JR 
ZPCM receiver. If you wish to control the gain/mode of the gyro with the Aux2 switch you may do so by either of the 
following methods: 
A. Where a spare mixer is available simply mix the Aux2 channel function to either the ‘gear’ or Aux3 channel. Use 
a 100% mix so that the output of this channel simply follows the Aux2 function. The gain input of the gyro can then 
be connected to this channel and full functionality in auto-setup and flight is then available. 
Note; if the “slave” channel is also operated by a switch then it will be advisable for safety reasons to kill the 
operation of this switch by the use of one of your radios spare mixers. 
For the PCM 1 OX and other PCMI 0 series radios the mix should be as follows: First mix Aux 2 to the “slave” 
channel, this mix should be a 100% one for both switch positions (changing both mix values from +700% to -fOO% 
will reverse the operation of the switch, you can not reverse the switches action by reversing the channel in “Code 
7 7”) This will have mixed Aux 2 to the “slave” channel and then to kill the switch that might be unwontedly operating 
the “slave” channel, mix the “slave” channel back to it’s self with a -100% mix in both switch positions, this mix 
MUST be a negative value!You are now able to control the gyro gain by adjusting the value of the first mix (Aux 2 
to “slave”) in the same way as you would for adjusting the gain by the Travel adjust. 
With this set up the aain can not be adiusted bv the Travel Adiust/ ATV. Make sure that both mixes are active for 
all fliaht modes! 

The X388S set up for using Aux 2 with Z PCM is basically the same as the above.Unfortunately because of a 
software error in the X381 O/8103 it is not possible to do this mix if you have the Throttle hold function active: the 
JR gain software will not drive a free mixer. We strongly recommend the use of the gear channel and switch with 
this radio. 

B. If no free mixer is available you can temporarily connect the gain input of the gyro to the ‘gear’ or Aux3 channel. 
You will now be able to enter and step through the auto-setup routine by toggling the ‘gear’ or Aux3 channel 
function (as appropriate). Once the auto-setup has been done the gain input of the gyro can be connected to Aux2. 
The ICG540 will fly quite normally with its gain input coming from the Aux2 channel. 

Please note there is no such restriction with the later JR SPCM receivers or any other receiver of which we 
are aware. 



As CSM Design Ccnsultancy Ltd. has no control over the installation/use 
or othawke of the ICG540 gyro, CSM Ltd. accepts no liability whatsoever 
for any personal injury and/or consequential loss and/or any other loss di- 
rectly or indirectly, howsoever caused 

Manufactured in the UK by 
CSM Design Consultancy Ltd 

For repairs aud servicing please contactz- 

CSM Service Department, 
Woodtield House, Woodfield Road, Altrincham, 
Cheshire WA14 4ED England 

Tel 0161928 &MS EMail: tech@sm=ltdcouk 

Distributed world-wide by:- 

RC Modek Distribution Iid 
Woodfield House, Woodfield Road, Altrincham, 
Cheshire WA14 4ED England 

Tel0161929 5955 Fax0161929 5984 
EM& sales@mmodels.org 

Radio System requirements 
The wiring of this gyro is compatible with JR, Futaba, Hi-Tee, Graupner, 
Robbe and the new stvle only (Blue Plug) Sanwa/Airtronics radio systems. 
To use this unit with other makes of radio please check with the service 
centre in your country or email the CSM service centre 
(tech@CSM-LTD.CO.UK) ‘Ihe gyro requires an auxiliary channel with 
travel adjustments to control the gyro mode/gain. It cannot be used witb 
basic RC systems that lack such a channel. We recommend that you use an 
RC system that also provides travel adjustment on the rudder channel. Most 
current production computer RC transmitters have these facilities. 

Servo choice 
Servo speed 
Gptimum performance from the ICG540 is obtained when it is used in con- 
junction with a high speed servo (0.12 seconds/60 degrees or batter). 
super !kvos 
l&e term super servo is used to describe servos capable of running at high 
data &ame rates (6ms per t+ame GF less). Examp~ d this type of servo are 
JR 2700G and Futaba FP-S9250. The rise of super servos with the ICG540 
is highly recommended as they allow the gyro to fully exploit its fast re- 
sponse. When used with this type of servo the “Snper Se&o” support of the 
lCG540 should be activated This can be done during the Auto-setup rou- 
tine (hut may also be accessed via the PC interface if desired). 
Wuming: Use of the Super Servo facility with servos net designed to 
accept the high frame late will result in damage to the servo. The auto 
setup rontine rum the servo in standard mode so it ia always possible to 
access this routine with a standard servo even when the gyro has Super 
servo suppolt on. 

Standard Servos 
With “Super Servo” support off the ICG540 will work with any servo in 
the Futaba or JR ranges (and many other makes) but as with any gyro sys- 
tem a fast servo with a speed of 0.12 set/60 deg. or better is to be pre 
ferred. 

Batteries, power coi~sumption, and wiring 
Althou@ the power consumption of the gyro unit itself is very modest as 
with all high performance Solid State gyro systems the speed of the gyro 
response will work the tail rotor servo harder than slower mechanical gyro 
systems. Especially where a higb performance servo is being used the bat- 
tery drain from the tail rotor servo can be hi#. 

_- . ~_~~ - 
We recommend that you we a good quality battery state monitor and 
check it carefony before each flight. 

Your receiver battery is a vital part af your tail rotor system Remember 
that a battery in a low state of &arge or an old battery that has developed a 
high intemal resistance will adversely affect servo performance, especially 
its w&mtion, and may even cause the tail to wag on an otherwise well 
set up helicopter. You may wish to consider maintaining the charge in your 
receiver battery between flights by the use of a quality Delta Peak type 
field dtarger. In installing the gyro also bear in mind that voltage drcps 
down long servo extension leads will aka detraci from servo performance. 
where the installation requires extensions to be used (either b&wean the 
receiver and gyro or between tbe gyro and the servo) avoid using ones that 
are wmeceasarily long 

The ICG540 philosophy 
To get the best from this gyro system it is useful to understand how the 
ICG540 di&rs from carventi~a1 gyros. 

Conventional gyro systems 
In a conventional ~JTO the pilot applies a rudder comm and which is trans- 
mitted through the gyro to the servo. As the helicopter responds to the 
command the gyro detects the movement and opposes the pilot’s command 
and reduces the servo de&x&n. The yaw rate achieved in such a system 
depends on the ‘gain’ of the gyro. lhe more gain the gyro has the lower the 
yaw Fate that can be achieved. It is common with SIX& ~yskrtts to have to 
rednce the gyro gain to achieve the required yaw rate for some manoeuvres 
(this being accomplished witb the gyro gain switch). 

The KG540 system 
The KG540 employs a ‘Yaw Rate Demand philosophy making it a true 
yaw rate gyro. In this system the rudder command from the pilot is inter- 
preted as a request to the gyro to establish the desited yaw rate. The gyro 
drives the tail rotor servo as needed to obtain this yaw rate. This mems that 
the ICG540 makes full yaw rate available even at high gain s&tings. With 
this system you can use the rudder travel adjustments (‘Travel Volnme’, 
‘ATV’) and rudder rates facilities to set np the desired Ii&stick yaw rate 
and the gyro gain switch now becomes a ‘Fligbt Mode Switch’ for the gyro. 
There is no need for so called Pilot Author&v Mixing - indeed you should 
not use pilot author&v mixing with this pyre 



It is important to real&e that with this system the limits to the servo travel are 
set by the gyro and not by the transmitter’s travel adjustment oftbe rudder 
channel. The servo travel limits imposed by the gyro are set during the auto= 
setup sequence as described later in this manual. 
Ihe new ‘Heading Lock Relaxation Rate’ feature makes it possible for the 
ICG540 to have handhng &m&r&tics that are adjustable between full Head- 
ing Lock and fully conventional. Using Heading Lock without relaxation gives 
a helicopter no tendency to woathercock round into wild. The h&berths 
Heading Lock relaxation rate the more the gyro will respond like a converr~ 

tional type and allow the helicopter to weathercock. 

Behaviour on the ground 
For those used to conventional gyro systems the behaviour ofthe KG540 on 
the ground may seem unusual. 

Unlike convent&ral systems, it is quitencmnal for the KG540 in Standard 
mode (mode 0) to provide full tail rotor servo movement for rudder arm- 
mands that are as little as 30% of the full stick movement. This is a conse 
qumce of the Yaw rate demand feature, and is why the ICG540 gives such a 
crisp response. 

With the helicopter on the ground and the RX540 set in Heading Lock mode 
(mode 1) you will fmd that even very small movements ofthe rudder stick or 
trim will set the servo moving slowly and may, over the course of a few set- 
cads, ready MI travel. Your transmitter rudder trim will affect the direction 
and speed of this movement. This apparmtIy strange behaviour is caused by 
the stationary helicopter not responding to the heading corrections requested 
by the gyro. In the absence of a response &om thebelicopter the .gyro cc&n- 
ues to increase the servo command in an attempt to get the helicopter to obey. 
151 flight the helicopter will, of course, respond to the tail servo movements 
and the system will ad normally. In order to minimise these movements the 
trim ofthe rudder stick needs to be very accurately s& To do this the ICG540, 
during its auto-setup routine, samples the mid-stick signal to au accuracy 
much fmer than one click of trim. This feature also accommodates the varia- 
tions in servo pulse standards adopted by RC manufactureas. 

Flight Modes 
The ICG540 has two flight modes seleobtblo by the trausmitter gyro gain 
switch (or Auxiliary channel switch) Noter A rotary knob or slider is not 
recommended as it is not possible to accurately and repeatedly set the gain 
with these. 

Factory default flight modes. 
/ 

A=+ 
Both flight modes are fully configurable via the optional PC interface cable/ 
software, however as supplied from the factory the flight modes are set up as 
described below. 

Ratings 
Wei&: J% 

Dimensions : 
265mm Wide x 465mm Long 
(excludiug cablea and mounting ears) 

42.5mm High x 

Supply voltage range: 23 to 7.2v** 

*+ Warning: Check your RC system voltage limiis as these may be more 
mst&tive. 

Mode 0 (Standard Mode) 
This mode gives flying characteristics that are similarto conventional gyro 
system% but it also iucmporates an autu trim that compensates for small inao- 
curacies in the mechanical adjustment of the tail linkage, variations in engine 
performance, etc. 

Mode 1 (Heading Lock Mode) 
This mode provides a much hi&or resistance to unwanted yawing movements 
than GUI be obtained with a conventional gyro system. This mode has great 
advantages in the following situations: 

1) For the beginner, where this mode makes it possible for himher to almost 
iguore the tail rotor control iu the initial hovering phase, which is made even 
easier as this mode allows the taiI trim to be set before the helicopter leaves 
the ground. (see ‘Trim Adjustment’) 
2) For cross-wind hovering manoeuvres where the natural tendency of the 
helicopter to weatbercock into wind needs to be resisted. 
3) For backwards tlight manoeuvrea and general ‘9D” flying 

lhe Staudard mode may be employed for basic forward flight where the natu- 
ral teudency of the helicopter to weathercock can be helpml, especially to the 
less experienced pilot. 
‘Ihe graph (Figure 1) shows the way in which the gyro gaiu channel Provides 
both mode swit&ing and independent gain adjustment of the two modes. If 
the gyro gain channel pulse is longer than the centre value the gyro is in Mode 
0 while with the gain chanuel pulse shorter than the centre value the gyro is in 
Mode 1. ‘Ihe travel adjustment (or ATV) settings for the two switch positions 
of the gain channel provide a convenient way of adjusting (from the transmit- 
ter) the gain for the two modes. Increasiug the ATV of the gyro gaiu channel 
increases the gain for that mode. Please note that it is not possible to use the 
ICG.540 with basic radio systems that lack a suitable channel for controlling 
the gyro gain. 
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DOS and DON’Ts 

DOS: 

Do mount the gyro with its axis of rotation parallel to the helicopter main 
shaft. 
Do mount the gyro on two of the supplied self-adhesive foam strips. 
Do mount the gyro to a hard, smooth cleau surface. 
Do use the rudder ATV and rates to tailor required stick response. 
Do checkthe sense ofthe gyro operation before i&h& 
DO use a battery state monitor and check it before each flight 
Do remove slop and stiffness t?om tail control linkage. 
Do ilispcf tail gears etc. for wear. 
Do explore the performance limits of this gyro with care. 

DON%: 
Don’t subject the gyro to mechanical shock 
Don’t mount the gyro where it will be subjected to high vibration levels. 
Don’t use Super Servo support with standard servos. 
Don’t use Pilot Authority Mixing 
Don’t use Automatic Tail Stabilisation (ATS) or Throttle-Tail mixing 
DonYuseunn ecesarily long servo extension leads with the gyro 
Don’t move the model during gyro self-teat time. 

Trouble shooting 
Model pirouettes violently as soon as it starts to lift off. 
Gyro sense has bea s& ~SWOFE&~. .Repeat the-rudder control sense checks 
aud the auto setup routine to rectify 

Model tail wags from side to side in the hover. 
Reduce the gyro gain (using the gain channel travel adjustment) 

Model tlies OK in one gyro mode but wags when switched to the 
other mode. 
You have too much gain in just the one mode. Reduce the gaiu channel travel 
adjustment for the mode that wags. 

_ -=;-zm- _-~..~i_5. _-- ___ -;. __ ..x;: >- _ _ 
Tail response is not -crisp. 
Too little gyro gain. Gradually increase travel adjustment of the gain chaunel 
until tail shows some tendency to wag and then reduce it back until wag just 
StOpS. 

Model wags even when the.gain is very low. 
Possible causes: Slop in pitch linkage. Friction in pits linkage. Tail hub 
bearing locking up under load. Servo is very slow. Short servo arm with ex+ 
cassive servo travel. 

Model hovers steadily in mode 1 but starts to rotate when 
switched to mode 8. 
The mechauical tail pitch trim is outaide the auto trim range. Adjust the 
length of the tail push rod to correct this. 

M&de1 flies OK on first few flights of the day bat tail starts to 
wag on later flights. 
S&v0 cimstmption with fast gpm ia high, and falhirg b&t&y voltage .%educes 
servo performance making the tail system less stable. Cycle receiver battery 
aud check its capacity. Also consider using a fast Delta -peak charger to top 
up battery between flights 

Model was OKtast season but after the winter in store the tail 
now wags. 
Check the tail control linkage for free movement. Pay special attention to the 

-pitch slider and the tail hub bearings. Receiver battery may have developed a 
high iutemal resistance. Cycle the battery and check ita capacity. It may show 
a normal capacity at low discharge rates, but a much reduced capacity when 
measured at say 3 amps discharge rate iudicatiug a high internal resistauce. 

Model rotates OK one way but is slow and/or inconsistent the 
other way. 
Too little tail pitch available in the a&&d direction. Re-set servo travel 
limits using auto-setup routine. 

Gain channei operation ’ 
l&e cmtre puke vati is set at the factory at 1.5 lms however the Auto; 
setup routine will adjust the gyro centre value to accurately match that of 
your particular radio system. This accommodates the ditferent puke length 
standards adcpted by different radio system manufacturem. 

0% 
Short plh cerkevake Long P- 

Gain channel pulse length 

Figure 1. The Gyro gain channel acts as both gyro mode switch and gain 
contml 

Preparing the helicopter mechanics 
Attention to the tail control linkage is important to g&ting the best from this 
gyro. You should aim for a easy-moving but slop-free linkage between the 
tail servo and the tail blades. Inspect the bearings/thrust races in the tail hub 
for smoothness of operation. Check the pitch slider and ball links for slop 
aud replace ifneeded. Some helicoptem thathavenoticeable ‘give’ in the 
tail linkage may benefit from the ad&km of a rear-mounted tail servo and 
rigid pushrod. You should also fti a long servo arm (between 15 & 20mm) 
to the tail servo. 

Remember that during acrobatic manoeuvra the combination of a high per- 
formauce gyro and a fast tail servo can place very high loads on the tail ro 
tor drive train. While you have the helicopter on the bench to install the 
gp is a good time to check the condition of tail rotor gears etc. Inspect 
them regularly to ensure that they are in good condition. 

Mounting the gyro 
Gyros and vibration 

Vibration is the enemy of your gyro system. All helicopters have aerody- 
namically generated vibrations and single cylinder engines have unavoidable 
out-of balance vibrations. 

To allow for these the gyro sensor (tog&her with the electronics of the gyro) 
are doubly isolated; fti by an anti-vibration mount inside the gyro case, 
aud seccndly by the compliant double sided adh&ve foam strips (provided) 
that must be used to fix the gyro to the air&me. However, you can only 
expect the ultimate performance from your gyro if you do all you can to 
elimiuate avoidable sources of vr&ration such as ruu-+ut iu flywheek and 
shafts, imbalances iu blade weights (including tail blades), tracking errors. 
The RX540 performs best if sited at a point of low vibration iu the helicop- 
ter airframe. Where possible avoid siting the gyro at the extreme front of the 
radio tray as this area is subject to hi& levels of main rotor generated vibra- 
tion iu fast forward flight (when it is diflicult or impossible to see). Also 
many plastic radio trays are too flexible and better performance can o&en be 
gained by mount&the gyro at the rear of the &uues. 

Indicator LEDs Axis of rotation 
Mount gyro where Make this parallel to the 
these are visible main shaft of the helicopter 

Attach to helicopter using two of the s&dhes.e foam strips provided 



Do not use mounting foam other than that supplied as this will reduce the 
performance and prote&on of your gyro. Replacement strips are available as 
a CSM spare. For good adhesion, ensure that the surface to which the gyro, is 
attached is smooth, hard and clean. 
The gyro may be mounted lengthways (longitudinally) or across (transversely) 
within the model, however it should have its axis of rotation (as marked on 
the back of the gyro case) parallel to the main shag of the helicopter. For set- 
ting up you will need to see.me IEDs so mount the gyro where these can 
readily be sear. 
Radio and tail linkage adjustment. 
in our experieece most problems with gyro systems arise from incorrect radio 
setup, incorrect servo arm Ien& or poor adjustment of the tail control link- 
age. llte following sequence is designed to avoid these snags and ensure a 
fat&=&e installation first time. You may need to consult your radio control 
system manual in order to identify the receiver channels for the rudder and 
gain inputs to the gym, however we have included information for some 
commonly used systems later in this manual. 
Radio Setup 
First enterthe menus of~your~transmitter and sd up the rudder and gain chan- 
nels as follows:- 

. Cmtre rudder trims and (if f-red) rudder sub trim. 

l Set rudder travel adjustmmt (ATV) to 90%. Most transmitters have sepa- 
rate adjustments for IelI and right movements and you should make sure 
you have set the travel adjustment for both directions. At this stage (i.e, 
before the gyro has been installed) we am using this value tohelp estab- 
lish the right servo arm Iengtb. Once the gyro has been installed the 
rudder ATV is used to set the yaw rate demand 

. Ensure that the rudder rates are set to the default value of 100%. 

. Set the gain channel travel adjustment to 60% (both ways) 

l Fhkre that Aiito~%&c Tail Stabiliaatim (ATS) or REVO’ mixing is IN- 
HIBITED. 

l Ensure that pilot authority mixing is INHIDIIED 

l Put the throttle hold switch to the OFF lmsitiaa. 

Rudder channel checks 
l At this p&you should plug rudder servo dire&v into rudder output of 

receiver 

l Turn on the radio and open and close the throttle. The rudder servo should 
not move as the throttle is operated If it does, then ATS or REV0 mix- 
&g & m dV6- ya wa ne& fo mha * hefom ..-& 

Mid stick trhu 
l With the fudder stick and trim ceritred make sure that servo arm is at right 

augles tu tail push rod. 

l Now adjust push rod length until the pitch of the tail blades is about 8 de+ 
grecs with the rudder stick centred. This will correspond approximately 
to the pitch of the tail in the hover and ensures that the servo will be 
cbs8 to its mid position in th8 hover. 

Servo arm length 
l Watch the tail rotor linkage while moving the rudder stick slowly fully IeIt 

and fully right If the linkage does nd approach either extreme of the 
pitch linkage travel then in-e the servo arm Its&. Conversely, if 
the linkage binds at one extreme or the other then slightly reduce the 
servo arm length. Re-check the mid-stick pitch setup and repeat this test. 
You are Iooking to a&eve a servo arm limgtb t&it gives Iirll pitch link- 
age movement but avoids the linkage binding or the servo stalling Many 
helicopters have pitch systems that do not give equal throw about the 
hover pitch value. Ibe ICG540 has independent servo throw adjustments 
for left and right which will accommodate this and fme tuning of the 
servo throw is done later (in the auto-setup routine). 

Rudder control sense 
f Now we must &&l&h that the scxtse of the tmnsm&ter rudder control is 

correct (i.e. that the application of a right rudder command causea a 
change in tail pitch that will rotate the model to the ri&t). Fatlure to do 
this wiU miise aii iim?ontmMblc idi-metfe oii take-off rriid be@iitie~ 
who are in any doubt on this aspect of the set-up should seek advice 
To work out which way the tail rotor will go just remember the leading 
edge (&mt) of the tail blades will point in the direction that the tail rotor 
will go, so for a IeIl stick command you want the tail blades to point to 
the right (tail swings to the right and the nose goes leg). It is vital for 
this test that you have the tail blades f@ed the right way around! 

model is over pitched and there is a noticeable drop in rotor rpm during the 
climbout, then this will invalidate the test aa the tail would probably not be 
able to cope with this situation regardless of the setup. 
2) This test is only really necessary for those who wish to do advanced 
aerobatics/3D flying and should only be carried out those who are cornId& 
to do so. With the model at a safe hoi&t fly the model sideways, starting 
slowly and building up speed until it reaches its maximum possible speed: 
a)Ifthe tail manages to hold its position then the blade length is OK. 
b)Ifthe tail starts to lag behind, then either more pitch is needed (if the m6- 
&at&al limits haven’t already been readted) or longer tail blades. 
c) Ifthe tail swings round suddenly and cannot return to the correct position 
then the tail rotor is stalling and longer tail blades are needed. 

Maximising Performance for Advanced 3WAerobatic 
Fligh$ - by Bob Johnston 
Tog&the maximum performance &om this or any pie20 gyro it is essential 
to minimise the vibration reaching the gyro sensor. Apart from the obvious 
balance checks, make sure that ffie canopy, fms, tuned pipe M mtd&r are not 
too loosely mounted, especially ifthe gyro is being used with a fast servo, as 
it is possible for a resonance to build up which shows as a very fast shake, 
visible in the canopy and tail. 
If you feel confident to do so, try slowly tumbling the model while checking 
for any visible vibration, a small amount is almost inevitable, but tty to 
dampen any large vibrations present. Al&natively tumble or roll the model 
at a safe height and ifthe gyro can be made to wag through the manoeuvre 
this is a good indication that a component is resonating 
To set the maximum gain permissible for acrobatic flight, either a) fly the 
model as fast as possible in a straight line and twitch the rudder stick a small 
amount: if this causes the gyro to wag, lower the gain and repeat the test un- 
til the tail cannot be made to wag anymore. Obviously ifthe model cannot be 
made to wag initially, keep increasing the gain until it does, and then reduce 
the gain a few percent. Setting the gyro this way should prove s&Icient for 
all flying except in very windy turbulent conditions where the gain may have 
to be lowered by a few percent b) Alternatively, if you feel confident enough 
in your abihty and your models reliability, put the model -in a vertical dive 
for 3 or 4 hundred feet (90 to 120 m&es) with the main rotor pitch at zero. 
Once terminal velocity has been reached, pull the model out in a smocth arc, 
and ifthe model does not wag under these conditions it is unlikely to do so 
under any conditions. 

“-* ---a .v.eem=#i_” 

WARNING: Only attempt to carry out these flight tests if you 
are 100% confident in your own flying ability, and the struc- 
tural integrity of your equipment. 

Room supports 
T&a have shown that the use of boom supports significantly increase the 
rigidity of the tail boom and so allow a higher gyro gain to be used. Gener- 
ally the longer the boom supports the better they will work Note: A loose/ 
cracked boom support or a loose/cracked boom support clamp can have a 
signiIicant effect on the ~0 gain. Even a slightly loose boom clamp or 
support will have a dramatic effect on the amount of gain that can be used. 
Stand on the skids &the model and try to -flex the end of the boom from 
side to side while holding a fmger against the joint to feel any movement. 

Humidity 
Under conditions of extremely high humidity it is possible for condensation 
to form on the piezo sensor. Ibis can adversely affect gyro performance. 
Where it is not possrble to avoid subjecting the gyro to such humidity levels 
it is advisable to leave the model standing for a few minutes with the radio 
swathed on so that the internal heating ofthe gyro helps disperse the con- 
densation. Always protect the gyro from ingress of water (e.g. rain). 

PC interfacing 
Your KG540 is equipped with a ‘COMPUTER’ pott which is provided for 
the experimced pilot wishing to optimisethe internal settings of the 
ICG54O’s two flight modea to their helicopter and flying style. An optional I 
Interface cable and sbflware disk is available for use with this port. The 
interface/software is compatible with any IBM PC compatible with a parallel 
(printer) port and VGA graphics. Comprehensive additional instructions on 
the use ofthe PC i&&ace are supplied with the sofhvare. Connection to the 
‘COMPUTER’ nott oftbe ICG540 must onlv be made via the corrfxt oo- 

tional interface cable. 
No other form of connection to this uort should be made as mis-use of this 
facilitv may damagethe gyro unit 



ward flight. Should this be observed, you should lower the gyro gain slightly. 
Caution should be exercised over the use of the Heading Lock mode in flying 
cimtits or other gffleral flying until you are familiar with the very special 
handling characteristics that Heading Lock gives. 

Adjust@ the stick response 
Aiker initial sating use the rudder ATV, Rates, and Exparential facilities of 
the transmitter to tailor the control response as required. Beware that the 
KG540 makes high rates of yaw available (at all gain settings). If sn in- 
crease in available yaw rate is required increase the rudder travel on your 
trausmitter gradually @iI the desired response is obtained. Remember that 
increasiugthe rudder travel adjustment will not increase the overall tail servo 
throw as this is set by the gyro’s own travel limiters. 

lhe ICG540 has built-in exponmtial. You may fmd the following graph of 
yaw rate against rudder command useful in deciding on the setting of rudder 
rates aud rudder ATV. Remember that the ATV and rates facilities work to- 
gether so that sdting the rudder ATV to 80% in both directions md also set- 
ting a rudder rate of 60% will give a total rudder throw of 0.8 x 0.6 = 0.4% - 
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Figure 4. Factory default Yaw Rate Demand curve built i to the 
IcG540. 
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Changiug the gyro’s internal demand curves 
lfthe default yaw rate demand curve shown above does not suit your re= 
quirements it is possible to custom&e the demand curve by use of the optional 
PC interface cable/software. Ihe two flight modes have completely inde- 
pendent demaud curves allowing the stick respnse to be changed with the 
gyro gaio switch. 

Automatic Tail Stabilisation (ATS) 
Ihis should not be used with the KG540 gym 

Pilot Authority Mixing 

Before entering the auto setup routine it is important thatz- 
l All forms ofmixiigtothetail rotorchamrel (i.e. Automatic Tail Stabilisa- 

tion, or throttle to tail rotor mixing) are inhibited. 

This should not be used with the ICG540 gyro. l l&e trim and sub trim of the tail rutor chamrel are centred. 

Tail rotor dynamics 
0 

To realise the 111 benefn of the ICG54O it is important to have a basic under- 
standing ofthe dynamics of the tail rotor system. It is a common misbelief 
that the higher the electronic gyro gain is, the better the system will work. 
Whilst this is generally true, the electronic gain is only one part of the tail ro= 
tor system and of equal importance is the amount of tail pitch range available, 
and the tail rotor disk size. The diik size is also related to the tail rotor speed. 
Of course there are other iuflumces on the tail system but these are the most 
imp&ant and can be grouped together as mechanical gain. 
Ifthe mechanical gain is not correct, then the gyro will not be able to function 
to its best ability. Forthis reason it is important to select the correct size servo 
arm that will give maximum tail pitch movement without stalling the servo. In 
most helicopters this will be au amr of between 15 and 20 mm radius. Note: 
As the servo travel limits are set during the auto setup routine, increasing the 
rudder travel adjustment will not increase the servo throw as this is limited 
electronically in the gyro. The rudder travel adjustment is used instead to ad- 

just the rotation rate. 

l The tail r&or servo operating sense has been correctly set in the tmnsmit- 
ter. Failure fo do this wilt cause am mreont.roIlable pirouette ofi 
take-off and beginners who are in anv doubt on this as& of the 

0 
se&up should seek advice. The cor- 
rect operating sense can be estab- 
lished by looking at the tail rotor 
blades. With a left tail rotor corn: 
mand held on, the leading edge of 
the tail blades are to the right of their 
trailing edges. 

Figure 3 Getting tail servo operating 
sense right. 

Ifthe tail bladea move iu the wrong 
direction the condition ofthe servo 
reversing of the tail rotor channel 
should be changed and the movement 
oftlie tail blades rt+checked. 

Tail blade size 
Ihe correct length of tail blade can only be selected by Sight testing Ilrere 
are 2 types of teat to ascertain the correct size: 
1) With the model in the hover at its normal Bight rpm, making sure the gyro 
is iu Heading Lock mode, make a rapid vertical climb for 50 to 60 f&: there 
should be no discernible rotation of the model. lf the tail does not maintain its 
position this is a good indication that the diameter is too small. Note: if the 

Performing the auto setup 
To access the auto setup you toggle the gain switch a couple of times during 
the gyro boot-up time (this is the first few seconds atlas the radio system is 
powering up) Ihe gyro ackuowledges this by zipping the servo back and 
forth a couple oftimes before parking it iu the mid position. The gyro also 
samples the mid-stick pulse width at this time so you need to have the rudder 
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Gain channel checks 
l Plugthe rudder servo dire+ into-the chamrel on-&e mceivcr yoliarbgo- 

ing to use for the gyro gain/mode control. (This allows us to check for 
am& gain chamrel operation). 

l Operate the gyro gain switch and observe the servo movement lfthere is 
no movement check that you have com&ly identiied the gaiu channel 
and its switch. 

l Now move the rudder stick over its 111 range and observe the rudder 
servo. lf it movea then pilot authority mixing is still active. Disable it 
andrepeatthistest. 

Connecting the gyro 
l I& is now time to ocmnect the gym into the system. Power down the radio 

and comrect the servo to the gyro output and cormed the gyro to rudder 
and gain inputs to the correct receiver channels. 

l Power up, observing that the red gyro power LED comes on and wait 5 
seconds while the gyro initialises. 

c Move the rudder stick and check that servo swings both wap. If it swings 
the same way for lett and right stick movements you have the rudder 
and gain inputs of the gyro transposed. Connect rudder and gain inputs 
correctly and repeat this test. 

l -iVe must now identify which gain switch position gives mode 0 and which 
gives mode 1. lhe tlight modes cab be identified by the different way 
the servo reads in the two modes. For both gain switch positions hold 
the rudder stick at full travel for two seconds and release to o&m. If 
the servo r&rms close to mid position the gyro is in Standard mode 
(mode 0), while ifthe servo stays at or near full travel the gyro is in 
Heading Lock mode (mode 1). For future reference note which switch 
position corresponds to which mode 

You should now have your gyro installed aud have your radio and tail link- 
age set up correctly and may now proceed with the auto-setup routine as de- 
scribed below. 

Leave the “COMPUTEK’ comxector uncunn&. (Ihis is for use with the 
optional PC interface cable/software). lfneeded however, an extension of not 
more than 150mm (6 in&s) length may be leff permanmtly connected to the 
gyro’s computer cunnectur where this will improve its accessibility (i.e. 
within a scale body). 

The unique autosetup facility of the ICG540 allows the important parametem 
Rudder trim, Gyro sense, Servo type and Travel limits to be quickly and 
simply set up from the transmitter. Ihe setup is stored in the gyro’s non- 
v&tile .mwwy so the routine will only meed repeating if one of these pa= 
rametm needs to be changed 



trim set to centre before entering the auto-setup. Make sure you do not 
touch the rudder stick at this time 

Gym sense reversing 
The fti item to be set is the gyro sense reversing Check that the yellow 
“REV” LED turns on and off as the rudder stick is moved folly lelt and right 
Now, if the servo operating sense has been set correctly as described previ- 
ously, simply push the rudder stick to the let? and release it back to the mid- 
dle. This will sd the gyro sense to match your system. The servo will travel 
over to allow the user to check that let? tail command is indeed being given 
and once this has been checked the gyro sense is ‘enrefed by toggling the 
gain switch once (i.e. into mode 0 and back to mode 1) ‘lhe gyro will ‘sip’ 
the servo back and forth in acknowledgement and again park the servo in the 
middle. 

Super servo support 
Now set the Super Servo support By pushing the stick left and right you will 
observe the green “SUPER SERVO” LED turns on and & Just select super 
servo on or off as required (LED ON = SUPER SERVO ACTIVE). Having 
done so, release the stick to the middle and enter the super servo condition by 
togglingthe gain switch. ‘lhis will be acknowledged as before by xippingthe 
servo back and folth. 

Servo travel tits 
Following the acknowledgement ffie servo travels over to the first travel limit 
and this can now be adjusted. Hold the stick over in the direction of the servo 
deflection to increase the limit or hold it over against the defledion to reduce 
the limit The servo will move as you drange the limit and with its slow 
movement it is possible to set the limit very accurately. when the correct 
limit has been found enter this value by toggling the gain switch. Once again 
an acknowledging ‘zip’ is given. 
Now the servo travels over to the remaining travel limit. Adjustment and en- 
teriug is the same as the first limit Once this limit has been entered the auto 
setup routine is complete. A double acknowledgement is given to show this 
and the servo will c&m, and the gyro will halt with no activity until the 
power is cycled. 

Restart checks 
For the setup dranges to take effect the gyro must be powered down and 
powered back up again. In tum on the gyro takes approximately 5 seconds to 
reboot. Having re-started the system check the operation of the tail servo for 
rudder inputs and helicopter movements. Do this for both Right modes. It is 
important to check the gyro operating sense. To do this simply set the gyro in 
mode 1 (Heading Lock mode) and rotate the helicopter 90 degrees to the right 
(clockwise as viewed from above) then look at the tail blades. These should 
have their leading edges pointing to the right. 

Inf~mation on popular radio types. 
The ICG540 is designed to accept a wide range of radio system parametera 
(frame rate, servo pulse timings etc.) however it is not possible to provide in- 
f-at&t as to channel usage and radio setup d&ails for all manufacturers’ 
equipment. The information below covers the popular JR and Futaba systems. 
If you wish to use this gyro with other types of radio system please consult 
your radio manual. In case of dif&ulty please contact your radio manufacturer 
OT the CSM technical department (Email tech@CSM-Ltd.co.uk) for advice. 

Cmtuxt the gyro to your teceivet as indicated b the following table:- 

JR PcMlOslsx 
Setnp with ‘code 44’ disahkd 
On these radios it is easier to disable the JR ‘co& 44’ (gyro sense adjust) 
and control the ~0 gain by a switch. In this case the gain for the two gyro 
modes is adjusted by the two travel adjustment values for the gyro channel. 
Initial values of 60% should be used 
setop with ‘code 44’ enabled 
If you wish the gyro to switch automatically between mode 0 and mode 1 as 

the Fli@ Mode (Idle Up) switch is operat~vou will need to enable the JR 
‘code 44’ gyro s&ng facility. - - 
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When using ‘code 44’ you should remember that the KG540 gain control 
wo&s fhmthe cmtre ofthe channel outwards. As a consequence an LCD 
value of 50% (the channel centre) is in reality zero gain (the switchover point 
between the two gyro modes). Increasing the value above 50% will increase 
the gain in one flight mode while the other mode is adjusted by decreasing 
the value below 50%: be aware that this value will be reversed so that an 
LCD value of 25% will actually be a higher gain value than a LCD value of 
30%. Note: ifthe gyro is adjusted througb the JR gyro software, the gyro 
channel travel adjustments should be set to equal values each way. Initially 
set them to 100% and only increase them if you run out of gain adjustment 
with the code 44 parameters. Ihe starting point should be with the code 44 
parameters setto 10% and 90% 

JR x388Sm3??10/x8103 
On these radios it is easier to control the gyro gain through the gear channel 
as it is not always possible to have control over other channels on a 2 posi- 

tion switch. Note: if so desired it is possible to set the gyro up using the JR 
gyro sottware on the 3810/8103, seethe PCMlO instrudicns above, 

E’utsba 9ZFWZAP 
With this tninsniitt~ it is important that, ~imtially, all the flight conditions 
have the same gyro configuration. To check all the Bight conditions you will 
need to go into the various menus mentioned below and turn throttle hold on 
and off and then try each of the idle up positions in order to see the status for 
all the conditions. (see your ZAP/ZHP manual for more detail). First ensure 
that iu all ill&t modes the gyro s.eflSe mode is set to INHIBIT. To do this go 
to the “GYR” entry of the “helicopter condition” menu and for each flight 
condition press the INH key to select the INHIBIT state. Ihm press END to 
Pxitthe gym sense menu. Now check under-the “PMX” entrythat no throttle 
to rudder or rudder to gyro mixing is active in any of the tlight conditions. 
Then check in the “P-X” entry that pitch to rudder mixing is inhibited. 
Now enter the “ATV” menu. Press “RID” to select the Rudder channel and 
for all flight modes make RATE A and RATE B equal to 90%. Then press 
“GYR” to select the Gyro menu and set RATE A and RATE B to 60% for 
all Bight modes. Press END to exit the ATV menu. 
Now press “MDL” to enter the “model menu”. Use the “FNC” entry to allo- 
cate the gyro control to a switch of your choice. At& the auto setup has 
been done you may wish to retum to the ATV menu to set the rudder ATVs 
to 60% until you am familiar with the gyro’s handling characteristics. 

Flying the gyro 
Turn-on sequence 
1. Turn on yoor transmitter 
2. With the model stationary on the ground turn on your receiver. 
3. Wait for about 5 seconds keepkw the model still while the gyro goes 

through its selftest/boot up sequence. 
4. Move the rudder stick fully in both directions and ensure that the tail 

rotor servo responds to stick movements. (Do not move the gain switch 
until the boot up is complete unless you wish to enter the auto setup 
routine.) 

5. Your KG540 is now ready fm flight. 
!!Make~the~elisnotmovedd~tkeraoselftestperiob.!! 

Initial flight trials. 
We suggest that you reduce the radder travel adjwtments in your trans- 
ndttcr fo 60% for the first few tligkts lmtil you get used to the response 
of the gyro system. 
First select th&t mode 1 (Heading Lock mode) and hover the helicopter. Use 
short small ‘stabs’ of rudder control to disturb the helicopter in yaw and ob- 
serve. If some tendency to oscillate is seen, slightly reduce the gyro gain. 
Conversely if no tendency to oscillate is seen try increasing the gain. You are 
looking at this stage for the highest gain that gives no sign of oscillation 
when the tail is disturbed by sudden changes in tail command. Observe any 
trim offset in the tail and correct this with the transmitter rudder trim. 

Now switch to Flight mode 0 (Standard mode) and repeat the exercise above. 
Ifthe mechanical trim adjustment of the tail linkage is within a reasonable 
range of the correct setting the auto-trim built into this mode should com- 
pensate for the residual trim error and the trim state of mode 0 should match 
that of mode 1. Ifhowever you observe a trim difference between the modes 
this means that the me&mica1 trim of the tail is outside the limits of the auto 
trim system. Do not move the trim on the transmitter but observe the di- 
rection of the trim error in mode 0 and adjust the fflechanical trim of the tail 
linkage to correct it. Ifthe trim error in mode 0 causes the helicopter to rotate 
auticloclovise (a lettward trim error) adjust the length of the pitch linkage to 
put mom right tail pitch on and vice versa. 

Once this has been done you may wish to check for tail wagging in fast for- 
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